
Hi Everyone ! I was invited to the British Movie Festival in Dinard today ! Yes, your
fav reporter ! Anyways, how are you ?
So, we watched two movies : in the morning : “The Duke” by Roger Michell and
after lunch : “Belfast” by Kenneth Branagh.
I liked both of them, but I liked “The Duke” more, you know how I am : There are
grand parents ! <3
So today, I am going to talk about “The Duke”.
This movie came out in September 2021, and the principal actors are Jim
Broadbent, Helen Mirren or Fionn Whitehead.

First of all, the story is based on a real story ! In 1961, a man called
Kempton Bunton protests pacifically for equality and access to the TV
freely for old people. So one day, after all his interventions, he decided to
steal the painting of “The Duke of Wellington” by Goya – in the national
gallery, in London.
He will give it back but only if the government gives him money, a sort of
trade. He will be implied in a trial, his wife is going to be mad…and his son
? What a turnaround !!! You’ll see, just watch it ! ;)

Did I like it ? Actually yes, I liked it. Obviously, it wasn’t the best movie I’ve
ever seen but, it was pleasant. The family relations are beautiful,
unstoppable despite everything. The movie is during the 1960s and the
landscapes of the town and other things… are beautiful. The atmosphere
is vintage and successful. I liked it. And yes, I recommend it, because first
of all, it’s good for your cinema culture.
The movie, and the characters are literally adorable, and I had a great
time watching it !!
I recommend it especially for young adult, and adult + because it is a little
bit complicated to understand sometimes, but anybody can have a great
time watching it !!! No worries !

I will rate it with 3,5 out of 5 stars, because like I said I loved the movie but 
It isn’t my favorite movie.
 But It was cool, and the grand parents’ couple was so cute !

So, I think that’s it !
If you have something to say about what I said, or
 if you want me to do a review for “Belfast”, don’t forget to write all of that down below !!!
Ok, Bye everyone and thank you for reading this!
Take care !
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